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Brief History

For the past two decades the European Journal of Political Research has
been publishing the Political Data Yearbook. From the year 2012, the
Political Data Yearbook has acquired an independent page within the
Wiley Online Library.

Scope and Coverage

One can find documentation of the political climate, electoral and
referendum results from respected scholars presented for each
country in a large roster (now up to 36 countries). A wealth of data
is provided that proves to be helpful to readers in making sense of
countries and their political data. Election results, national referenda,
changes in government and institutional reforms in all of the EU
member states, plus Australia, Canada, Iceland, Israel, Japan, New
Zealand, Norway, Switzerland, and the United States are covered. In
addition, recognized political experts from each country provide
commentary on these events, as well as on the principal issues in
national politics during the year.

Kind of Information

The yearbook content is formatted under two main divisions. One is
the “Editorial” and the other is “Original Articles”. The editorial
section features prominent issues in national politics of the past year.
The “original article” section has political commentaries on
countries. An article titled “Australia” authored by Jennifer Curtin
of University of Auckland, New Zealand analyses the Election result
of the Australian Government in the year 2014. Government’s
policy, the economic climate, budget proposals and the role of
Senate has majorly been taken into consideration in understanding
the final outcome in the elections. The writings are divided into
sections and subsections and filled with ample data to support the
claims.
Each article is found with abstract, reference, citation, publication
history, one page preview of the article etc.

Special Features

Many helpful features are available in the site. Some of them are
mentioned below:
 Similar articles can be found through following the link
“Find more content: like this article” placed under the
preview page of the article abstract. Writings of the same
author are also found at the said place through link “Find

more content written by: (Author name)”.
 DOI number is provided.
 Link to all issues at the same place, most accessed articles.
 Contributors link for Referees and authors who wish
contribute to open access articles.
 Tools like content alerts, RSS feed and saving to one’s
profile.
 Search facility by publication titles, citation, all content and
journal.
 Country wise link to author bio of current yearbook and all
articles of the country from all the issues of the yearbook.
 With each article link, access to its abstract, full and
enhanced article in html, pdf with file size, reference and
request permission is provided.
 Navigation option to top of the page, editorial and journal
articles through “Jump” option.
 Facility for email link to the article, export citation, citation
alerts.
 Apart from links to Facebook and Twitter, shairing option to
Mendeley, Delicious, CiteULike, Digg, StumbleUpon,
ResearchGate, digg, Diigo, Reddit etc.
 Various facilities for article authors through link “Kudos”
are found at the right of the content page like –“Uptodates on
article impact”, “Get found”, “Get read”, “Get cited” etc.

Arrangement Pattern

The 2015 to 2012 issues of the yearbook are chronologically
arranged with their volume and issue number. Links to year 2011 to
2006 issues are separately arranged in the yearbook homepage.
Following is a screenshot of the yearbook homepage showing the
above mentioned arrangement:

Each yearbook content page can be reached through the above
mentioned links. Contents of every yearbook are arranged under the
name of the concerned country and the names of the countries are
ordered alphabetically. All the articles apart from “Editorial section”
are placed under the heading “Original articles”. Below is the
screenshot of the said arrangement:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

A very important reference work that provides scholarly
commentaries and documentation of the political scenario of every
country of the world. It is a completely free site that allows the user
to access all of the data for all of the countries in one place, and
work with it using intuitive graphic interfaces that allows to track
changes over any period in any country, however large or small.
 Lithuanian Political Science Yearbook
(http://www.tspmi.vu.lt/en/research/ourresults/periodicals/lithuanian-political-science-yearbook-28)
 The Turkish Yearbook of International Relations
(http://www.politics.ankara.edu.tr/english/?bil=bil_tyearboo
k&cilt=45)
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